Recently, Independent Component Analysis (ICA) has been applied to not only problems of blind signal separation, but also feature extraction of patterns. However, the effectiveness of features extracted by ICA (ICA features) has not been verified yet. As one of the reasons, it is considered that ICA features are obtained by increasing their independence rather than by increasing their class separability. Hence, we can expect that high-performance pattem features are obtained by introducing supervisor into conventional ICA algorithms such that the class separability of features is enhanced. In this work, we propose SICA by maximizing Mahalanobis distance between classes. Moreover, we propose a new distance measure in which each ICA feature is weighted by the power of principal components consisting of the ICA feature. In the recognition experiments, we demonstrate that the better recognition accuracy for two data sets in UCI Machine Learning Repository is attained when using features extracted by the proposed SICA.
This might be originated in the fact that class information is not taken into consideration when feature extraction is carried out. Hence, one can expect that good pattem features are obtained by introducing supervisor into conventional ICA algorithms such that the class separability of features is enhanced. Umeyama has applied Supervised ICA by Maximizing Correlation with control signals (here we shall denote as SICA-MC) [7] to images of human faces. In our previous works [SI, we have verified the effectiveness of SICA-MC for feature extraction of handwritten characters.
In this paper, we propose a new Supervised ICA by maximizing Mahalanobis Distance between class features (SICA-MD). In Section 2, we describe feature extraction using the conventional ICA algorithm. In Section 3, we propose a Supervised ICA algorithm to extract features such that the class separability of extracted feature is enhanced. In Section 4, we present experimental results for two benchmark data sets in UCI Machine Learning Repository. The last section contains the conclusions of this study.
FEATURE EXTRACTION USING ICA 1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, Independent Component Analysis (ICA) has been widely known as a decorrelation technique based on highorder moment of input signals [l] . ICA has been so far applied to problems of blind signal separation. On the other hand, feature extraction of images and sounds has been also focused as one of prominent applications of ICA [2,3,4,5].
Bartlett & Sejnowski extracted feature vectors from images of human faces using ICA, and showed that these vec- where tanh S ( k ) is the vector whose components are calculated by tanh Si(k).
In pattern recognition problems, it is more desirable that extracted pattern features belonging to different classes are mutually separated as much as possible in the feature space. ICA algorithm, however, is categorized unsupervised learning; that is, class information is not taken into consideration when feature extraction is carried out. Therefore, high separability of extracted features is not always ensured. To overcome this problem, we shall introduce an additional cost function, which is defined by the Mahalanobis distance between ICA features of two different classes, into the conventional cost function. We call it Supervised ICA by maximizing Mahalanobis Distance between classes (SICA-MD) in the followings.
FZATURE EXTRACTION USING SICA-MD
For all sample patterns of class 1 and m, within-class scatter matrix Cw,, and between-class scatter matrix CB,, are calculated by the following equations:
where xc, nc, and C mean the pattern set of the class c, the number of samples of class e, and the number of classes, respectively. d, dc, and p ( c ) correspond to the mean vector of all classes, the mean vector of the class c, and the prior probabilities of the class c, respectively.
From all sample patterns of the class I and m, theAwithinclass scatter CW,, and the between-class scatter C B~, of ICA features are given by the following equations:
=w,TCBL,wz.
Hence, the Mahalanobis distance q51m (w,) between ICA features of class 1 and m is given as follows:
In SICA-MD, the Mahalanobis distance q51m(wi) as well as the independence of features are simultaneously maximized.
As we can see from the example shown in Fig. 2 , the separability of ICA features can be enhanced by rotating the obtained ICA base vectors. To do that, we can define an additional cost function such that the weighted sum of Mahalanobis distances between two classes is maximized. Here, we want to separate ICA features of different classes that have similar values. Hence, we shall determine the weights in inverse proportion to the distance between the centers of two classes. More concretely, using the initial vector w z~ of wi, the mean features are first calculated from its projection values. Then, their Mahalanobis distances are obtained for From this cost function, we can obtain the following derivative $i:
follow:
where
Here, a is a positive constant.
SIMULATIONS
To investigate the effectiveness of the proposed SICA (SICA-MD), the recognition performance is evaluated for breastcanser-Wisconsin data and segmentation data in UCI Machine Learning Repository [lo] . The numbers of classes in these problems are two and seven, respectively. The segmentation data are composed of 210 training data and 2100 test data. On the other hand, in the breast-cancer-Wisconsin data set, training data and test data are not preliminary designated. Hence, we evaluate the average performance through cross validation. The parameter a in SICA determines the weight of maximizing the separability against the independence. Here, we use some of the training data in order to optimize the parameter a; that is, the recognition performances for various a are evaluated by using these training data, and an optimal value of a is selected. The dimensions of ICA features are set to the same dimensions of PCA features that give the highest recognition performance. From the results of the preliminary experiments, we set the dimensions of breast-cancer-Wisconsin data and segmentation data to 8 and 14, respectively.
In order to verify the effectiveness of maximizing the independence and the Mahalanobis distance of features simultaneously, we also evaluate the performance of features extracted by SICA-MD with p = 0 in Eq. (14) , in which only the Mahalanobis distances are maximized. Moreover, as another supervised ICA algorithm, we shall evaluate the per-. formance of features extracted by SICA-MC [7] in which the control signals are set to average patterns for every classes. Since the dimensions of breast-cancer-wisconsin data are 8, a control signal is assigned to four different base vectors to maximize their correlation. On the other hand, since the dimensions of segmentation data are 14, each control signal is assigned to two different base vectors. In the Oja's ICA algorithm we need to whiten inputs z ( k ) such that a separation matrix W is constrained to be an orthonormal matrix. Therefore, we do not utilize the information about the eigenvalue X i of a PCA base vector ui. 
The similarity of 6, and u j is given by bi u j . Therefore, we can define the following significance ui of ICA base-vector bi based on the similarity to PCA base-vectors u j that have
When the recognition is conducted, ICA feature vectors S(k)
Then, we calculate the direction cosine between the transformed feature vectors for training data and test data. Let us denote the distances calculated from the ICA feature vectors S (k) and the transformed vectors 3.'( k) as "distance A", and "distance B", respectively. After calculating these distances, the recognition is conducted using a k-nearest neighbor classifier. Here, we set k to 1 and 3. Table 1 shows the recognition accuracy for segmentation data, and Table 2 shows the recognition accuracy for breast-cancer-Wisconsin data. From the results for distance A, we can see that the performance of extracted features except PCA is almost the same. From the results for distance B, we can see that the highest performance features can be extracted by the proposed SICA-MD. Moreover, we can say that the performance of features extracted by SICA-MD is higher than that of features extracted by SICA-MD with p = 0, in which only class distances are maximized.
In order to examine the independence of features, we evaluate the kurtosis of extracted features,
The following absolute value of kurtosis is evaluated here: (a)k=l If S has a larger absolute value of kurtosis, one can say that this feature vector is more statistically independent. Table 3 ACKNOWLEDGEMENT SIC A-MD SICA-MD ( b = 0) shows the results. We can see that the kurtosis of ICA features is the highest. The reason why the kurtosis of SICA features becomes smaller is that the maximization of class separability as well as the maximization of independence are carried out. Moreover, the kurtosis of features extracted by SICA-MD is larger than SICA-MD with p = 0. Considering the previous recognition results, we can verify the effectiveness of increasing the independence of features.
We also calculate values of the cost function in Eq.( 11) in order to estimate the class separability. Table 4 shows the results of the class separability. We can see that the highest separability is obtained for the ICA features extracted by SICA-MD. This suggests that the term of maximizing separability in Eq.( l l ) works effectively in the proposed SICA.
Moreover, we can see that the class separability of features by extracted SICA-MD is larger than SICA-MD with p = 0 for segmentation data. From this result, one can say that increasing the independence of features has good influence on the class separability.
CONCLUSIONS
The conventional ICA algorithms are categorized into unsupervised learning, and the class information is not taken into consideration when feature extraction is carried out. Therefore, high separability for extracted features is not always ensured. To overcome this problem, we propose a cost function to maximize Mahalanobis distance between class features as well as their independence. Moreover, we propose a new distance measure in which each ICA feature is weighted by the power of principal components consisting of the ICA feature.
From the results of the recognition experiments, it is certified that the features obtained by the proposed supervised ICA is effective as compared with PCA features and the other types of ICA features. From the results on class separability of features, we can see that the maximization of separability works effectively in the proposed SICA. In the future works, we will apply it to other pattem recognition problems, and verify the effectiveness in real world problems.
